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Contact Us
P O Box 300 135
Albany Auckland
Ph: 414 5394
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baysnorthharbour@
gmail.com
Editorial
Michelle Ryan
Committee Meetings:
We hold our meetings
every second
Tuesday of every
month at 7.15pm. If
you would like to join
us please contact
Paulette:
bnhpcpresident@
gmail.com
Find us on Facebook

Get to meet other
local parents, people
who also love being
parents, hear about
exclusive promotions
and events, plus lots
of intersting parenting
tid-bits.
Cover Photo:
Eliana and Aria
with her baby sister
Cara.

Publisher’s Message

Mish Ryan
Editor

Winter is upon us. As far as seasons
go Winter is not one of my favorites.
That being said I have to say I had a fantastic winter
last year as being pregnant was like carrying a hot
water bottle everywhere.
Since the last issue my baby has become incredibly
active. James has started on his journey to walk (12
steps as I write this) and he has a particular love of
emptying drawers and cupboards becoming an expert
while attentively watching mommy. With this of course
comes new challenges and while before I could get a
lot of work done and gauge his movements now it is
near on impossible.
Continuing on from last month we focus this month on
swimming and SPACE and share our wonderful
experiences with you in this issue.
With rainy cold days we have also included a very
interesting article with a few great suggestions of
activities that can be done with our bubbas inside the
house in the warmth. The importance of burping is also
a very interesting topic for our new members. Our new
collaborator Rochelle
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Parent Education
Moving &

Courses of the Month
Munching with Joanie Bartels & Cath Conlon

For parents of 4-8 month olds, this course is held over two afternoons. In the
first session, ‘Moving,’ we give you practical tips for physical play with your
baby to help with their development. The second session, ‘Munching,’ covers
introducing solids and appropriate nutrition for your infant (from 4 moths old),
signs of readiness, and food allergies. Both sessions are pratical, down-to-earth
and questions are welcome.
Friday Afternoon - 19th & 26th June 2014 19th Munching &
26th Moving
1pm to 2.30pm - Tawa Room, Sunnynook Community Centre
Cost $35 both days and Munching only $25. Receive a free Baby
Food & Beyond cook book.
The course will not be running in the month of July.
To book your place email Alice: bnhpcmove.munch@gmail.com
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A Big Welcome to Our New Members

AN1504

AN1505
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Fun indoor activities
for under two’s

by Jacqueline Taylor

Having fun can bring joy to your child’s day, and to yours too. As a parent or in
home childcare provider, let your inhibitions go, be silly, forget the mess and join
in with play wholeheartedly! Here are some fun indoor activities that you can do
with your under two’s to to encourage learning through play:
Mini sandpit
Use a large storage container and fill
with sand. Add some sand toys and you
have your own mini indoor sandpit that
you can pop the lid on and put away
when you have finished. Develops - hand
eye coordination and dexterity in your
child’s hands and fingers.

have a warm water pool party inside.
Extends - sensory play.

Box play
Open up a large box at each end so it
forms a tunnel. On the inside have
textures to crawl on such as bubble
wrap, carpet squares, silky materials,
pillows or some leaves. Enhances - large
muscle development and sensory
exploration.

Treasure baskets
Have baskets or containers around the
home with interesting items for your
baby or toddler to find. Curiosity is a
prime motivator for learning so what
better motivation than crawling or
walking around the house to find some
‘treasures’. Babies and toddlers love to
explore so put toys in boxes with lids,
under blankets and inside pillow cases.
Fill baskets with safe objects such as
wooden spoons, plastic bowls, and
tennis balls. Fosters - learning through
the senses and develops an
understanding of object permanency;

Paddling pool
Bring the paddling pool inside for a
change. You can fill it with balloons,
pillows or different textured material
scraps. Great for newly sitting infants. If
you’re keen, put out some towels and
6

Equally a laundry basket with pillows
around it makes a fun place for your
baby to sit and watch as you do any
necessary housework while still feeling
part of things.

objects that exist even when they can’t
see them.
Painting
There are lots of non-toxic children’s
paints out there to buy at affordable
prices or you can make your own using
the following recipe:
Finger paint
Mix 150 grams of cornflour to a
smooth consistency with water.
Add boiling water slowly and stir
until thick. Add a few drops of food
colouring.
Pop your child into their high chair
and squirt some paint on the tray
and let them go for it. You can press
paper on the tray to take a ‘print’ of
their painting.
Provides - sensory play, dexterity in their
hands, an understanding of early science
with colours mixing and changing.
Balloons
Fill some balloons with water (use a
funnel before blowing them up) or some
with sand. The balloons will feel, move
and sound different. Develops - cause
and effect and that their actions have a
reaction.
Tummy time
Use a baby-safe mirror for interest and
have board books propped up around
your baby to look at. Great for early
literacy skills as this is when it all starts.
Make sure you put objects on both sides
so your baby doesn’t always look at one
side. If you have noticed that your baby
already favours one side, put some toys
only on the opposite side a few times a
week. Extends - physical development.
Old fashioned games
Some of the old fashioned games really
are the best. There is a reason they have
been around for a long time. Playing

peek a boo and doing action nursery
rhymes such as round and round the
garden are some of the simple pleasures.
Babies love it when you stand in front of
the mirror and play peek a boo. Helps
develop self awareness.
Huts
Make some huts with blankets over
tables and chairs or set up some pop up
tents inside. Fill with pillows and books
for cuddles and stories or pretend your
huts are caves. Enhances your child’s
imagination.
Indoor obstacle course
Have a mattress to jump and roll on,
chairs to crawl through, boxes to climb
in and out of and tables to climb under.
Develops physical skills.
Dancing
Dance with your baby or toddler! Hold
them close and waltz or make them
laugh with some 70’s disco music.
Develops rhythm and coordination.
Have a party for no reason
Blow up some balloons, invite over other
parents and children and get them to
bring a plate. You could even turn it into
a toy swap where each family can swap
some toys. Enhances social
development.
Goodbye phone and internet? – Well
at least for the day or even a few hours.
Checking our phones and Facebook or
answering emails takes us away from the
moment and interrupts the natural flow
of play with your child. Set some time
aside where these are off or at east on
silent and enjoy the time with your child.
The saying “ they grow so fast” is really
true! So let your inner child out and have
lots of fun with your little ones or the
little ones that you care for.
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Better
burping

by liTTle Treasures - neW ZealanD

New parents are often given lots of
information about breastfeeding and
sleeping but very little about how to
wind babies. It’s one of those things
people assume is simple – just put baby
over your shoulder pat her back and
jiggle her a bit. Nothing to it, right?
Wrong says postnatal advisor Sharlene
Poole and Postnatal Liaison Educator,
Philippa Murphy. They believe thorough
winding – getting rid of the air taken
in while feeding – is vital for all babies.
‘Every baby needs to be winded; it’s just
how much that varies.’
Since setting up her postnatal
consultancy service, Little Miracles,
winding has become the technique
Poole teaches most. Philippa, the
founder of Natural Winding consultancy,
also teaches parents burping along with
how to prevent and cure colic, reflux and
inconsolable crying naturally. She say’s,
“these behaviours are in part, caused by
the over-accumulation of wind.”
8

Why is winding important?
As well as causing pain and discomfort,
trapped air is often the root of poor
feeding, sleeping and settling. And it’s
a problem which can quickly snowball,
resulting in an exhausted, distressed
baby and equally exhausted, distressed
parents.
When and how often should I wind?
The trick is to make it part of your
routine. Don’t wait for signs of
discomfort (squirming, grunting or
crying); pause and give your baby the
chance to burp regularly after each feed.
A couple of tell-tale signs your baby has
wind are a blue/purplish mark above her
mouth and/or “she may put her tongue
to the roof of her mouth,” says Poole.
Poole disagrees with the commonly-held
belief that breastfed babies need to be
winded less often than bottle-fed babies.
“They actually need to be winded more;
they just don’t have as big burps.” This
is because breastfed babies tend to have
lots of little air bubbles while bottle-fed
babies have fewer bigger bubbles.

How do you know your baby is well
winded?
She should be contented and settle well.
If she wakes up unhappy within minutes
of going down for a sleep, pick her up
and wind her again. Trapped air can give
babies a false sense of fullness so if your
baby stops sucking and cries or resists
going on the second breast, again, think
‘wind’. That unsettled period in the
evening is very likely the result of an
over-accumulation of wind which suggests
she hasn’t been winded enough during
the day.

Don’t forget...
• Be careful to not to
over-stimulate or distress your
newborn by winding for too long.
Try two to three times for a burp
and then carry on with a feed/
nappy change/ cuddle.
• If you are still having problems,
or would like to check if
something like reflux is affecting
your baby, discuss with your LMC
or health professional. A cranial
osteopath may also be able
to help.

What causes wind?
Babies accumulate wind through feeding,
crying, ‘even breathing’ says Poole. Both experts agree that some exacerbating
factors include a fast ‘let-down’ which causes a breastfeeding baby to gulp; incorrect
positioning on the breast, bottle teats which have a hole to large or too small; and
diet. Keep a food diary to see if any particular foods cause her discomfort. Some
common windy foods are grapes, raw tomatoes, onion (especially raw) and leeks,
large amounts of green veggies in one meal, spicy food, dairy foods, strawberries,
kiwifruit and rich and oily foods.

Could you be a Childbirth Educator?
Parents Centre’s Diploma of Childbirth Education (in conjunction
with Aoraki Polytechnic, Timaru) trains those wishing to teach
Childbirth Education classes and support women during birth.
This two-year home study course includes correspondence assignments,
workshops and attending births. The programme trains you to become a
childbirth educator and to teach prenatal classes to expectant parents in a
wide variety of sittings. Completion of all modules means that you will be able
to work as a childbirth educator. BNHPC can offer trainee childbirth educators
classes to meet the observation requirements of the course, assist with
workshop attendance costs and evening classes to teach on the
completion of the course.
Course Enrolment and Information: For information about the
Diploma In Childbirth Education course visit
http://www.aoraki.ac.nz/courses/distance-learning/diploma-childbirth-edu/
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What does Life Insurance mean
for your young family?

At the request of Parents Centre we speak to every Baby and You
class about the insurance needs of new families. We can design a
tailored insurance solution providing
advice for your family’s specific situation, maximizing
benefits while minimizing premiums. We have helped over 30
Parent Centre families recently (and can provide
testimonials) with all new business from Parents Centre families
resulting in a donation, helping Parents Centre to fund the
excellent service they provide.
Brady Arblaster
Tel: 09 447 3260

Mob: 021 979 106

email: brady@insurancedesign.co.nz
A Disclosure Statement is available on request and free of charge.
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Babies into Fun!

by Mish ryan

In this issue we continue on with our
adventures in the world of fun baby activities around Auckland’s North Shore.
While there is never enough time (and
money) to join all the babies activities
that a parent can do, I will continue to
showcase some every month giving you
my first hand experiences and hopefully providing you with some insight on
what could suit you and your baby.
This issue James and I joined the
SPACE programme (no NASA was not
recruiting) from the Playcentre and also
swimming classes held at the Swimming
Centre. Both I would highly recommend! You will really enjoy the amazing
reactions that your baby will have with
all of the new experiences in the water.
The confidence they develop while
doing the SPACE activities will melt
your heart. And, since babies this age
are rapidly developing in their physical,
emotional and social areas, activities
such as those are an excellent way to
help them hone these skills in a fun and
safe environment.

Remember, your child’s brain grows
stronger with new experiences and improves the development of your child.In
this issue, I will introduce Baby
Sensory and Wriggle and Rhyme and in
the next issue I will cover another two
activities that you could do with you
bubba.

SWITCHED ON NATURALLY
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Call us for a free spinal assessment
Whangaparaoa
Silverdale
Albany
09 424 0550
09 421 1164
09 948 2072
www.connectedfamilies.co.nz
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SWIMMING

Babies into Fun!

We all know how much fun it is for
parents to take their babies to swim
and if you didn’t know get yourself
to the pool!
However choosing somewhere to
take your baby to swim at this time
of the year for the first time in their life
can be a bit overwhelming. We have to
think about water temperature, weather,
hygiene, sleeping routine, a good (non
leaking) nappy, and a fun place not just
for fun alone but also to teach your baby
essential survival skills. This month I went
with baby James to an exceptional swimming school: The Swimming Centre on
Upper Harbour Drive.
The school opened more than 37 years
ago, this small family business receives
children from the age of 3 months and
all their work is all based on the best
research done in the UK. The centre
makes you feel like you are in the tropics,
as there’s a warm environment with a
very comfortable atmosphere. It doesn’t
matter what the weather is outside, you
and your baby will feel great to be in
your togs. The pool is a terrific
temperature and very clean.
The centre also focuses on ensuring that
the babies become familiar and
comfortable with water in general and
not just in the pool. The centre offers a
survival week tasking babies and parents
with experiences that are unusual such as
carrying out activities with life jackets
which teaches parents how to deal with a
baby in the open water situations.
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I was not surprised when I met a mother
in the changing room who travels all the
way from Mt Albert to do the classes, the
centre has an excellent reputation and
this was reaffirmed by another mother
who also stated that she would do the
same if she had to move out of the area.
My favourite area at the centre was the
Time Out Room. A room where mothers
can have their coffee read a gossip
magazine while the dad is in the pool
with the baby. The room is also used
for kids to play, chill out and have their
lunch.
I believe swimming with your baby is one
of the most memorable, delightful and
engaging activities the two of you can
do. It is a special time, where you can
focus on the joy of being with your baby,
learning and experiencing new things
together, whilst a qualified professional
gently guides you through essential skills
for providing life safety for your baby.

Space
Babies into Fun!
Another great activity is the SPACE
programme from the Playcentre
Association. Located in many local
Playcentres it offers a 3-4 term
programme in a relaxed, baby-friendly
environment for mothers.
I highly recommend these programmes
because it not just about your baby. For
the first time after you have a baby, the
programme is designed for you to think
about yourself, not just as an average
mother but the best mother you can be.
It is a great opportunity to meet other
great mothers. It is not like the others
activities that you can go to with your
baby, that are short and crammed and
you just say hi and bye to other mothers
and do a few simple activities with no real
engagement. There are great topics that
are introduced each week and discussed
within the group to show how the
activities are relevant to your child’s
development and also covers a vast array
of important parenting topics such as
Sleeping; Becoming a parent;
Understanding thinking; Play sessions
with equipment that supports infants’
learning and development; Rhymes, music and books for infants.
Playcentre believes that parents are the
first and best educators of their children.
The programme seeks to support
parents as they and their children learn
and grow together. I think it is great
because it offers opportunities for new
parents to interact with their new babies
and to also explore play through a range
of guided activities which also translates
to activities and ideas for engagement

with your child at home.
At SPACE music is a big part. I noticed
a lot of music which came from the Kids
Music Company (I was so impressed that I
will now visit the Kids Music
Company for the next issue). The music
play is introduced in a variety of ways,
including songs, rhymes, books, music
and movement. The treasure baskets and
the Heuristic play (which means
experimental, investigative if you didn’t
know that word like me) are also
important at SPACE. These open-ended
play experiences provide infants with
opportunities to personally select,
discover and handle objects in order to
construct their own understanding. It
offers a sharing programme of education
for parents that emphasises self-help
and personal development. I believe it is
possible for mothers to become an even
better parent during this programme.
It is no secret that being a first-time
parent can come with a lot of challenges
and a fair amount of fun and laughter. At
SPACE, you have the opportunity to get
to know new parents and their babies,
share your parenting highs and lows,
consider different perspectives relevant
to parenting and children’s development,
and discover ways that work for you, your
baby and your family.
Playcentre only asks for a donation of $40
per term.
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20

%
DAY ONLY!
OFF

20

%
OFF

WITH COUPON ONLY!

VALID FOR ONE DAY ONLY!

11 JULY 2015

FOR ONE
EXCLUSIVE TO PARENT CENTRE MEMBERS

SATURDAY 11 JULY 2015

NAME:
ADDRESS:

PHONE:
EMAIL:
If you would like to receive information from The Baby Factory via email.
Please tick the box
sorry, gift vouchers, instore promotions, laybys and hireage are not included.
discount applies to original retail price
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www.babyfactory.co.nz | 0800 BABYFACTORY | 27 STORES NATIONWIDE

Jo

021 889 912

aucklandnz@babysensory.com
www.facebook.com/babysensorynorthshore
Locations across the North Shore

bysensory.co.nz
www.ba
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Buoyant Babies
A unique in-water experience
taught by baby specialists
warm 34°C, auto purified water
intimate, private, clean facilities
babies from 3 to 36 months

Enquire about Buoyant Babies
444 3752 or www.swimcentre.co.nz

The Buoyant Babies
programme at The Swim
Centre is amazing, it is so
much fun and personal. They
truly care about my baby’s
development and everything
is so warm, clean and private
for mums like me.
-Sarah

* free for 3-6 month old babies
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When is the right
time to start
swimming lessons?

by rochelle scanlon
The simple answer is the earlier the
better. Babies are born with many
natural reflexes, in particular the
breathing reflex (called the laryngeal
reflex and commonly known as the ‘gag
reflex’), and the amphibian reflex, which
provide a fantastic foundation of basic
in-water skills. Unfortunately these
natural reflexes begin to diminish after
6 months old and that is why The Swim
Centre’s baby development
programme, Buoyant Babies, starts at
3 months old.
Although some may suggest you could
start lessons much earlier, I would
encourage you to enjoy the early
stages of your baby’s in-water
experiences at home in the bath (I will
share with you some bath time water
familiarisation exercises in the next
edition of Baby Babble). A small delay
gives you a chance to let your baby’s
immune system strengthen and form a
bond with your baby. You will also start
to enjoy some form of routine and know
what is the best time for your lessons in
the future – as every baby is different!
One of the most obvious and important
reasons for starting earlier is that you
begin to teach your baby crucial water
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safety skills such as independently
holding/clinging on to the poolside,
breath control in the event of subm
ersion, and floating on their back, so
they don’t panic when the unexpected
occurs. Learning these skills should be
done progressively, gently and with fun
to ensure your baby builds confidence
and positive associations with the water.
There are also other amazing benefits
from your baby being involved in
lessons that extend beyond water
safety:
A Stronger Baby - You will be amazed
as your baby tries to propel
themselves through the water using
their amphibian reflex. The
combination of both buoyancy and
moving against the gentle resistance of
water mean that baby will be
exercising more muscles than they
are able to on land, helping to build a
healthy heart and lungs whilst
developing the vestibular system, which
is important for balance and spatial
orientation.
Sleep & Appetite – your lessons will
stimulate their appetite and they will

definitely need a nap after their
‘workout’. Do I hear a hooray – for better
eating and sleeping patterns?
Developing the Brain – The
opportunity to use their 5 senses (taste,
touch, sight, sound and smell) and the
use of repetitive commands from
mummy or daddy when an action is
undertaken will stimulate the
development of their brain and improve
their understanding so they can
communicate to you with non-verbal
cues.
Submerging with a Smile (controlling
their breath) - Many parents are naturally
nervous about how to introduce their
baby to a submersion experience.
Under the guidance of a specialist you
will be able to correctly submerge baby
so that they are assisted by their
laryngeal reflex. This causes baby to
instinctively hold its breath to avoid
inhaling water when it senses water on
its face, nose or throat. Starting early
gives your baby the opportunity to
gradually learn how to control their
breath so they are ready when this
primitive reflex diminishes. The exercise
that we will take you through also helps
improve the strength of baby’s mouth
and tongue which helps with feeding.

feeling of accomplishment.
Behavioural development – Your lessons
will give baby an opportunity to
experience being with others. Baby will
also learn what ‘taking turns’ means, a
great social skill.
Meeting other Mums – It also provides
you with a fantastic opportunity to catch
up with like-minded mums. Sharing
stories in the changing rooms can lead
to many laughs and great tips from
others also on their journey through
motherhood.
Please don’t fret if your baby or
toddler is older – getting started as
soon as possible is the key. If perhaps
you have delayed lessons because of an
unpleasant experience/reactions by your
baby/toddler to water that makes you
apprehensive please do feel free to seek
guidance from us.
There’s so much more to share with you,
which I’ll cover in the next edition.
However, if you have any questions feel
free to email me on
rochelle@swimcentre.co.nz or
read more on The Swim Centre’s website
on the Buoyant Babies page
http://www.swimcentre.co.nz/baby-swimming-lessons.html

Coordination - Being in the water helps
your baby develop their coordination,
balance and the ability to grasp objects
more easily.
Emotional development - Life can
be just one big rush, and a regular
swimming lesson gives you and baby a
chance to enjoy uninterrupted ‘time out’
together where you can encourage them
to overcome fears and build confidence
to try things outside of their comfort
zone. You will both enjoy an immense

Rochelle Scanlon
Baby Swimming
Specialist
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General Guidelines for Babies:
Sleep, Play & Feeding Routines

by DoroThy WaiDe

Here are some general guidelines for babies: sleep, play and feeding routines.
These guidelines show how you progress through the nap cycles until you get to
approximately 6 months where ideally you are on 2 naps a day with 3 awake times
for around 3 hours.

In my experience it is more about doing
‘consistency’ rather than hit and miss.
When you left school and began a career
you didn’t do it and get where you were
in the business world by hit and miss.
You got there through repetitive,
consistency and hard work. Basically that
is what ‘mothering’ is about.
All babies and parents are different
so if we make a foundation then from
there it can be adapted to fit your baby
and yourself. In my experience I always
work on a nap time of 1 ½ hours – some
babies will sleep longer, some babies will
have different length nap times and some
babies take longer to get to this amount
of sleep.

to non nurturing and how often do you
hear if you hold your baby then you are
spoiling your baby or your baby is
manipulating you. These two words do
not fit into a nurturing mothering world
so lets leave them at the front door and
do what our instincts tell us and that is to
hold and nurture our babies.

Negative sleep cues are not feeding
or holding your baby. To feed a baby
before they go back to bed does not
creat a feed/sleep association as long
as you feed, then swaddle/or sleeping
bag and then into bed. Holding a a baby
is to nurture so it is important to nurture before the go to bed, however it is
also important to remember not to do
anything in arms that youcannot do in a
When looking at how to do ‘mothering’
cot so avoid rocking, walking, bouncing
remember when you had sex with your
instead however a nice small movement
partner you were nurturing each other,
such as cupping will replace the other
while you were carrying the baby in your movements that cannot be replicated
womb you were encourage to nurture,
in a cot. Cupping can be done in either
however once we birth the teaching turns arms or a cot.
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Secure your spot now:

09
421 9700
www.northernarena.co.nz
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Parent & Child Swimming Lessons
Teach your child an essential life skill

Corner of Hibiscus Coast Highway & Whangaparaoa Rd, Silverdale

$AVE

$25.00

Cut out this voucher to SAVE $25.00
when you enrol any Baby aged 3-6
months for a term of swimming lessons
Terms and conditions apply. Can only be used once for one child aged 3-6
months. Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. Only one voucher
per child. Not exchangeable for cash. Not transferable. Only at Northern Arena
in conjunction with Bays North Harbour Parents Centre.

phone: 09 421 9700
find: 8 Polarity Rise, Silverdale

surf: www.northernarena.co.nz
email: info@northernarena.co.nz

Follow us on:
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PRECIOUS
NEW
ARRIVALS

Penny & Lincoln Wood
Welcomed Abigail Maeve
Fletcher Wood
Nicola & Andrew McCall
Welcomed Hector Ari Corbett

Ellie Suzanne Stuart
Born 24/3/2015

Madison Nicole Honiball
Born 1/5/2015

Chris & Rosie Miller
Welcomed Eden Paige
Miller

Christie Parkin & Greg Stuart
Welcomed Ellie Suzanne
Stuart

Nick Duff & Anggi Duff
Welcomed Ava Rose Duff

Ming & Kent Dapiere
Wecolmed Harvey Dapiere

Vicky Yeung and Kelvin Sue
Welcomed Jayden Sue

Toni and Patrick Hoy
Welcomed Olive Hoy

Sian & Carl Williams
Welcomed Matisse Ellis
Williams

Ceci and Sam Frankland
Welcomed Mateo Frankland

Stacey & Chris McKean
Welcomed Maxwell McKean

Shaun and Audrey Honiball
Welcomed Madison Nicole
Honiball

Le-Anne Jenna & Rhys Lloyd Michelle & Ryan Spooner
Welcomed Lilah Rose Lloyd Welcomed Hannah Louise
Spooner

Lilah Rose Lloyd
Born 28/3/2015
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Mateo Frankland
Born 12/4/2015

Hector Ari Corbett
Born 15/3/2015

Jayden Sue

Abigail Maeve Fletcher
Wood
Born 13/2/2015

Olive Hoy

Born 12/2/2015

Born 1/4/2015

Eden Paige Miller
Born 14/5/2015

Ava Rose Duff
Born 5/5/2015

Harvey Dapiere
Born 22/3/2015
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Recipes

Baby Food Recipes to inspire
Adventurous Eating By forbaby.co.nz

The time has finally arrived and your baby is refusing to get fed by you. Being
fussy with food is a rite of passage for babies. But what to do with all the Farex in
the pantry? Here is two easy recipes that is great for your indepent eater baby.
Little SconesSuitable for: infants 9 months +
3/4 cup self raising flour
1/4 cup Farex Porridge with fruit
20g chilled butter, cubed
100ml buttermilk
Instructions
1. Pre-heat oven to 220ºC. Combine flour and Farex in a large bowl. Rub in butter
with fingertips, until the mixture resembles fine crumbs. Make a well in the centre
of the flour mixture and add the buttermilk. Stir the mixture until it is just combined.
2. Transfer dough onto a floured surface. Knead lightly and pat out to a 3cm
thickness. Use a 4cm floured cutter to cut the scones.
3. Place onto a lined oven tray. Brush scones with some extra buttermilk and bake
for 8-10 minutes.
4. When cooled, spilt in half and top with flavoured yoghurt, smooth ricotta, cream
cheese or mashed fruits.
Beef Patties Suitable for: infants 9 months +
200g lean beef mince
2 Tbsp Farex Muesli with Apple
1 Tbsp finely grated onion
1 Tbsp finely grated carrot
1 Tbsp finely grated peeled apple
1 Tbsp parsley, finely chopped
1 egg
Instructions
1. Combine beef, Farex, onion, carrot, apple, parsley and egg. Mix well using
your hands until mixture is well combined.
2. Form mixture into small patties and cook in a lightly oiled frying-pan for 3
minutes each side or until cooked through. Serve with dipping sauce of choice.
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Choosing
Child Care

More and more, research tells us
that our children’s healthy
development depends on safe
and positive experiences during
the first few years of life. If you are a
parent who works during these early
years, choosing good child care is one
of the most important decisions you will
ever make for your child.
To help you make the right choice for
your child, researchers have identified 13
research-based guidelines to think about
when choosing a child care program.
You might want to visit several
different child care programs, either
centers or family child care homes,
before you decide which one is best for
your family. Call each child care program
and schedule an appointment for your
visit. Once you are there, stay for at
least an hour to watch activities, check
the surroundings, and ask questions.
The checklist below provides a place for
you to note which guidelines are met.
Research shows that if a program follows
guidelines, it is more likely to be a safe
and healthy place for your child. Your
state or county may have other
guidelines to help ensure health and
safety in child care programs.
Considering these guidelines can help
you find a place where you feel
comfortable leaving your child.

Supervision
• Are children supervised at all times,
even when they are sleeping?
• How do the caregivers discipline children? (Hint: Discipline should be positive, clear, consistent, and fair.)
Hand washing and Diapering
• Do all caregivers and children wash
their hands often, especially before
eating and after using the bathroom or
changing diapers?
• Is the place where diapers are changed
clean?
• Do caregivers always keep a hand on
the child while diapering?
• Do caregivers remove the soiled diaper
without dirtying any surface not already
in contact with stool or urine?
• Do caregivers clean and sanitize the
surface after finishing the changing process? (Hands should be scrubbed with
soap and warm running water for at least
20 seconds and then rinsed and dried.
The water faucet should be turned off
with a paper towel.)
Director Qualifications
• Does the director of a child care center
have a bachelor’s degree in a
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child-related field?
• Has the director worked in child care
for at least two years?
• Does the director understand what
children need to grow and learn?

• Does the child care program have
first-aid kits?
• Does the child care program have
information about who to contact in an
emergency?

Lead Teacher Qualifications
• Does the lead teacher in a child care
center have a bachelor’s degree in a
child-related field?
• Has the teacher worked in child care
for at least one year?
• Does the teacher give children lessons
and toys that are right for their ages?

Fire/Emergency Drills
• Does the child care program have a
plan in case of a disaster like a fire,
tornado, flood, blizzard, or earthquake?
• Does the child care program do
practice drills once every month?

Child: Staff Ratio and Group Size
• How many children are being cared for
in the child care program?
• How many caregivers are there? (Your
child will get more attention if each
caregiver has fewer children to care for.
The younger the children are, the more
caregivers there should be. For example,
one family home caregiver should only
take care of two infants.)
Immunizations
• Is your child up-to-date on all of the
required immunizations?
• Does the child care program have
records proving that the other children in
care are up-to-date on all their required
immunizations?
Toxic Substances
• Are toxic substances like cleaning
supplies and pest killers kept away from
children?
• Has the building been checked for
dangerous substances like radon, lead
and asbestos?
• Is poison control information posted?
Emergency Plan
•Does the child care program have an
emergency plan if a child is injured, sick,
or lost?
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Child Abuse
• Can caregivers be seen by others at all
times, so a child is never alone with one
caregiver?
• Have all caregivers undergone
background check?
• Have the caregivers been trained on
how to prevent child abuse, how to
recognize signs of child abuse, and how
to report suspected child abuse?
Medications
• Does the child care program keep
medication out of reach from children?
• Are the caregivers trained and the
medications labelled to make sure the
right child gets the right amount of the
right medication at the right time?
Staff Training/First Aid
• Have caregivers been trained how
to keep children healthy and safe from
injury and illness?
Do they know how to do first aid and
rescue breathing?
• Have they been trained to understand
and meet the needs of children of
different ages?
Are all child care staff, volunteers, and
substitutes trained on and implementing
infant back sleeping and safe sleep
policies to reduce the risk of SIDS
(Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, crib
death)? (When infants are sleeping,

are they on their backs with no pillows, quilts, stuffed toys, or other soft bedding in
the crib with them?)
Playgrounds
• Is the playground regularly inspected for safety?
• Is the playground surrounded by a fence?
• If there is a sandbox, is it clean?
• Are the soil and playground surfaces checked often for dangerous substances and
hazards?
• Is equipment the right size and type for the age of children who use it?

Winter Events

1 MONDAY

JUNE

Queen’s Birthday on Queens Wharf

This event celebrates the merriment and magic of
all things British. You can watch Highland dancers, see a display of vintage cars, take a ride at
the carnival, enjoy a sumptuous high tea, watch
the fantasy classic Alice in Wonderland and more.

1 MONDAY
Golden Ginko

Celebrate the glorious Gingko trees and their
meaning to Chinese culture. With an afternoon
of traditional dragon dancing, face painting and
music. : FREE

3 FRIDAY
Gallipoli in Minecraft - Auckland Museum

Explore the Gallipoli campaign in an exhibition
featuring the interactive world of Minecraft®.
Over the past year students from Alfriston
College have re-created the landscape of 1915
Gallipoli in Minecraft®, block by block. Cost:
FREE for Aucklanders

24 to 28 WEDNESDAY TO SUNDAY
Sleeping Beauty on Ice - The Civic

The award-winning Imperial Ice Stars make a
welcome return to New Zealand with a stunning
new interpretation of Sleeping Beauty on Ice, as
part of their 10th Anniversary World Tour. Tickets
$79 to $109

2015

JULY

4 -5- 6 THURSDAY TO SATURDAY
Ice Skate Tour - Windy Ridge School

Come enjoy ice skating at Windy Ridge School.
It’s a great, safe and fun way to get active and
also an activity that kids can do together with
their parent(s) and friends. Entry fee is $7 for kids
(under 16) and $13 for adults (ice skates included).

5 - 7 SUNDAY / TUESDAY
Make Your Own Lollipop - The Old Lolly Shop

Come to The Old Lolly Shop Takapuna to make
your own lollipop! Lollipop making sessions
take about 30mins to watch the demonstration
and then make your own lollipop. You can book
just for one or two people, or book a group for
a birthday party or group field trip. A fun, cheap
activity for all the family

11 SATURDAY

The Wiggles Rock & Roll Preschool Tour - ASB
Theater

The Rock n’ Roll Preschool tour will get you all
shook up, mixing some of these new hits with
Wiggles classics $36

24 to 26 FRIDAY TO SUNDAY
Disney on Ice Dare to Dream - Vector Arena

Classic meets contemporary in Disney On Ice:
Dare to Dream. Join your favourite Disney
Princesses in a celebration of 75 years of Disney
Princess stories.
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Membership Discount Deals

Weekend hire of toys and party items for kid’s
parties. 10% off bookings for BNHPC members
using the code ‘Parents Centre’ at checkout or
mention it in your message to me.
www.pintsizedparties.co.nz or email Kerry on
pintsizedinfo@gmail.com for booking
We’d love to hear from you
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Volunteers

Did you know that Parent Centre is a is a
volunteer organisation run by parents for
parents. Volunteers are the lifeblood of our
Centre. We wouldn’t exist without the extraordinary enthusiasm and energy of
so many generous and proactive people. It’s heartening to see the wide range of
benefits that volunteering brings. These include friendships, a sense of belonging,
personal and professional growth, the ability to expand a CV for returning to the
paid workforce and, often, the overall satisfaction that comes from being able to
contribute to others parents and their families.
CBE Support Coordinator - 2-3hrs per course 12 courses per year.
Liaising with CBE coordinator and course hosts. Creating membership packs for
courses and restocking supper cupboard at the Antenatal rooms when required.
Advertising Coordinator - 2-3 hours per month – make contact with enquiring a
dvertisers to see how we can benefit from a mutual partnership, make contact with
prospective partners/advertisers. Liaise with president and newsletter editor.
Grants Officer - 5 hours per grant - 4 grants per year. This role will just be to reapply
for grants that we have applied for in previous years.
Membership coordinator - 1–2 per course – role entails entering new members into
the data base, printing off and writing up membership cards.
All roles will require you to attend as many as monthly committeemeetings as
possible. These meetings are held on the 2nd Tuesday of the month.

Free Seasonal Fruit Bag with every new Parents Centre Member sign up
Enter the code Kiwiparent_919
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BLK/ WJT
A5 Full Page
Half Page
Quarter Page
Colour Advertisement
Full Page
Half Page

Reaching over 400 homes in the Bays North
Harbour and the Hibiscus areas, advertising
with us will remind your existing customers that
you’re still around, or attract new customers
who may now have been in need of your
products or services.
One Issue Only
Six Issues 15% Discount
$80
$408
$45
$229.50
$40
$153
$100
$65

$510
$331.50

Special Positions
Flyer Insert
Advertorial

$120
$80 - Must purchase advertising space.

Do you have a product or service you would like to include in our
membership discount scheme? Get 1 half page advert when offering a
discount of 10% or more to our members.

Big Thanks for the support from
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